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Submission content: We wish to express our strong objection to the
draft plans by the Greater Sydney Commission, currently on exhibition,
which propose to greatly increase Sydney's population and density as
well as the number and type of new dwellings that are built in the
future. We also very strongly object to the Commission's intention to
force local councils to review their LEPs to comply with the
Commission's plans to implement these policies. In effect, this
constitutes a fundamental attack on Local Government and grass roots
democracy. As well as commenting on and objecting to the Eastern
City District plan, we wish to formally lodge a general objection in
relation to the entire plan put forward by the Commission for ALL
districts of Sydney, as the Commission has taken it upon itself to
advocate broadly for a very significant increase in population across
Sydney as well as major increases in the number and type of dwellings
permitted, and to broadly impose changes on local LEPs and remove
planning powers from local councils as well as residents' ability to
influence decision-making and planning in their local area, These
policies are highly controversial and, in fact, recent evidence has made
it clear that the populace of Sydney is overwhelmingly opposed to such
policies to increase population, density and the number of dwellings, as
well as to interference by the State and other bodies into the workings



of our local councils. For example, the following article from the Sydney
Morning Herald 'Sydneysiders in revolt over development as two-thirds
declare the city is 'full' reports on this phenomenon (SMH October 9,
2017). Fairfax commissioned a ReachTel poll that found that “66.4 per
cent of NSW residents oppose more development in existing areas to
accommodate a bigger population.” Apart from this poll, there are
many other forms of evidence of this opposition including the recent
local council elections where representatives who were pro-increasing
the number of dwellings and increased population were removed from
office and large numbers of resident action groups were elected to
Sydney Local Councils to combat these controversial policies and their
detrimental effects on the amenity and sustainability of their local
areas. There have been innumerable media reports, surveys, letters by
diverse sectors of the populace as well as serious complaints by
representatives of hospitals, schools, transport bodies and other
infrastructure bodies that they cannot cope with the massive increase
in demand and population which has been permitted and encouraged
in Sydney over the past 6-8 years. There are significant and
widespread crises in multiple sectors occurring now and bodies like the
Greater Sydney Commission should be addressing these planning
errors not seeking to ignore and exacerbate them through a
continuance of similar erroneous policies. Given the above-mentioned
situation, the Commission's proposal to add unprecedented numbers
of new dwellings to Sydney is preposterous. More dwellings means
more population and therefore even more pressure on infrastructure,
housing and its affordability. The Commission should also be
addressing issues like that of property developers who bypass the
Australian market and sell direct to foreign buyers who will pay higher
prices than Australians can afford. It should be vigorously addressing
housing affordability not just vaguely nominating a 5 – 10% of new floor
space target with no detail on implementation. There is no detail on
how any of the proposed infrastructure that would be required if these
plans were enacted would actually be paid for and implemented. The
Commission should be prioritizing the current, unresolved



infrastructure crisis and how to solve this in the near and long term.
Assumptions that housing demand will increase even if Sydney's
population doesn't increase are erroneous. There is no evidence to
support this theory. The Commission should investigate ways to
reduce population so that the current infrastructure crises caused by
over-population and over-development are addressed (in collaboration
with the State government) as a matter of urgency for now and for the
future. In addition, there should be no interference with Local Council
LEPs. The citizens of Sydney are sick of having their Councils
undermined by State Government bodies, as evidenced in the
reactions to Council amalgamations in recent years. Eastern City
District Plan Although, in theory, we support the Commission's four key
themes, we feel that there is a disconnect between these themes and
the plan to to add more population and dwellings to 'The Eastern City
District'. In addition, there is little emphasis on environmental concerns
or how nature reserves and parklands can be preserved and
expanded. It is abundantly clear that the majority of the populace of
this district as well as greater Sydney, is strongly opposed to a
significant increase in population and in new dwellings being added as
evidenced in the recent Council elections and in the last Federal
election. This opposition must be acknowledged and the measures
mentioned in the paragraph above adopted. The argument that
substantial population growth is an economic imperative in a city like
Sydney is widely contested and is a controversial policy. In summary,
the citizens of Sydney are increasingly angry about the significant
increase in new dwellings that have already been built and the
associated population increase which has greatly compromised
amenity as well as access to fundamental services like hospitals,
schools, GPs and specialists, dentists, transport, parking, services,
trades people and other essential services. Residents are also angry at
the way that State bodies have sought to undermine Local Government
planning processes. Unfortunately, the current revised draft plans do
little to concretely address these issues. Instead the plans advocate for
even further increases in population and dwelling numbers as well as



forcing these changes onto Local Councils by imposing targets and
interfering with LEPs and other Council instruments. The Greater
Sydney Commission must listen to the Sydney populace and, as
mentioned, investigate ways to reduce population so that the current
infrastructure crises caused by over-population and over-development
are addressed as a matter of urgency for now and into the future. Local
Councils must not be forced to review their LEPs to comply with any
finalised plans. We are strongly opposed to this. There should be no
interference in Local Councils' controls by the Greater Sydney
Commission. In addition, local democratic processes like the right of
citizens to object to DAs through their local council must be protected
and the rights to challenge and object to large property developments
should be greatly strengthened. Thank you for considering our
submission.
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